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We consider sequences that encode boundary circuits of fused polycycles made up of polygonal faces with
p sides,p e 6. We give a constructive algorithm for recognizing such sequences whenp ) 5 or 6. A
simpler algorithm is given for planar hexagonal sequences. Hexagonal and pentagonal sequences of length
at most 8 are tabulated, the former corresponding to planar benzenoid hydrocarbons CxHy with y up to 14.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many problems in mathematical chemistry reduce to the
enumeration of polycyclic graphs havingfixedconfigurations
of fusedp-faces and, in particular, to deciding the question
of when such graphs exist. In this paper we give an algorithm
for construction of some graphs of the polycyclic type. The
usual approach is to construct fused polycycles with a given
number ofp-faces. Here we construct them with a given
number of boundary vertexes of valency 3.

For this purpose, we consider one-connectedpolygonal
systems, i.e., simple graphs consisting of polygons such that
the intersection of any two polygons is either empty or
consists of one edge. This implies that all interior vertexes
have valency 3 and any boundary vertex has valency either
2 or 3. Such graphs (or maps) are of importance in organic,
physical, and mathematical chemistry, where the vertexes
usually represent carbon atoms, and boundary vertexes of
valence 2 are either left unsaturated or completed to valence
3 by addition of a hydrogen atom.

We are interested especially inhexagonal systems(also
calledbenzenoid systemsor benzenoid graphs), which consist
entirely of hexagons. To the boundary circuitC of lengthn
is related a sequencea(C) ) a1...ak such thatn ) k + ∑1

k ai,
wherek is the number of vertexes of valency 3 andai is
the number of vertexes of valency 2 between theith and
(i + 1)th vertexes of valency 3. The sequencea(C) is
hexagonalif C is the boundary of a hexagonal system.

If the hexagons of a hexagonal system can be realized as
regular polygons, both equilateral and equiangular, then the
hexagonal system is called apolyhex. Polyhexes are used to
represent the molecular structure of polycyclic benzenoid
aromatic hydrocarbons. Ifx andy are numbers of all vertexes

and vertexes of degree 2 (respectively) of a polyhex, then
the polyhex represents an actual or potential molecule of
chemical formula CxHy. In the chemical realization as a
molecule, actual hexagonal rings will generally depart from
the equilateral, equiangular ideal to the extent allowed by
the molecular point group symmetry and governed by the
details of the energetics of interaction of their electrons and
nuclei.

Enumeration of polyhexes is an active research topic in
mathematics and mathematical chemistry (see the extensive
surveys in refs 1-3) and has been attacked in many ways.
It is usual to enumerate all polyhexes with a given number
of hexagons. The algorithm described here enumerates
boundaries with the chemical formula CxHy for a fixed
numbery. It can be applied not only to hexagonal sequences
but also to pentagonal and square sequences, although in
the last case an exact characterization renders its use
unnecessary (see section 6). Polycycles made up of pentagons
(polypentagons) have been considered before in chemistry
and, in the special case of proper polypentagons (those that
are subgraphs of the dodecahedron), listed exhaustively.4 The
present algorithm generates all pentagonal sequences, proper
and improper.

It appears that the method of sequences described here
may also be useful in any algorithm that enumerates
polycyclic maps with mixed ring sizes. Similar sequences
are used in a fast algorithm5 for enumerating fullerenes
(polyhedral cubic maps with 12 pentagonal faces and all
others hexagonal). The task of filling the disk inside the
circuit C by a planar graph which is a part of a fullerene
map with C as the boundary circuit is called thePentHex
Puzzle.5 Several known codes that represent boundary circuits
of planar maps are equivalent to our sequences (see ref 6
for a short review). For example, the sequencea1a2...ak

is equivalent to azero-one code0a110a21...0ak1, where 0a
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is a sequence ofa zeros7 and if a ) 0, the sequence 0a is
empty. The sequencea1a2...ak is also equivalent to the
boundary-edges code a1 + 1, a2 + 1, ...,ak + 1 introduced
in ref 6.

Codes that concentrate on boundaries may have advantages
in a chemical context, as they lend themselves to description
of the benzenoids and related molecules in terms of their
overallshapes. Shape is intimately associated with molecular
electric and steric properties, such as quadrupole moment
or van der Waals envelope, which influence intermolecular
interactions and are implicated in structure-activity relation-
ships of many kinds,8 spanning such diverse phenomena as
odor perception (see e.g. various papers in the conference
volume MSOQ) and carcinogenicity (as in the early bay-
region theory of the activity of benzenoids; see e.g. ref 10).
The present approach, in which polycycles are generated
according to the length of the code, has the property that
examples of large polyhexes appear sooner in the generation
sequence earlier than they would with methods working
strictly according to the increasing total number of faces.
This feature may be an advantage in some chemical contexts.
Maps containing mixtures of ring sizes, including the
fullerenes as noted above, but also fluoranthrenoids, in-
dacenoids, and more general structures, are of interest in the
chemistry of polycyclic hydrocarbons; the formal framework
of Euler relations described in sections 2 and 3 has been
extended to cover the case of structures with various different
perimeters.11

The main aim of the present paper is to present an
algorithm for recognizinghexagonal and pentagonal se-
quences; several intermediate tools for reduction of hexagonal
and pentagonal sequences are presented. In the final section
of the paper, a simpler algorithm is given that recognizes
sequences related to planar polyhexes.

2. BOUNDARY CIRCUITS OF A MAP

Consider a simple cubic planar mapM, i.e., a planar cubic
graph embedded in the plane. Afaceof M is a circuit ofM
that is the boundary of a simply connected part of the plane
not containing vertexes and edges ofM. A p-gonal face (p-
face, p-gon) is a face withp vertexes andp edges. We
consider mapsMp having a number of mutually adjacent
p-gonal faces, for fixedp e 6, and review some definitions,
notation, and results needed in the later discussion.

Consider a simple (i.e. non-self-intersecting) circuitC of
Mp. C is a boundary circuit. SinceMp is planar,C has an
inner domainD(C) and an outer domainDh (C). SinceMp is
cubic, each vertex ofC is incident additionally with an edge
not belonging toC.

Call a tail a vertex ofC with half of the edge ofMp that
is incident to this vertex ofC but does not belong toC. Let
C havek tails ti, 1 e i e k, lying in the inner domainD(C).
We can relate toC the sequencea(C) ) a1a2...ak, whereai

is the number of vertexes ofC lying betweenti and ti+1.
(Tails incident on theseai vertexes lie in the outer domain
Dh (C).) The numberk is thelength l(a) of the sequencea(C).
Sequencesa(C) are considered identical up to reversal and
cyclic shifts; i.e., all the sequencesaq( ≡ aq(1aq(2...aq(k,
q ) 0, 1, ... (all indices with equal signs), are considered as
identical, and indices in the sequences are to be taken modulo

k. If C hasn vertexes, then the sum∑1
k ai + k is equal to

n. The difference∑1
k ai - k is the leftnessof C.12 (No

orientation ofC is implied by this term.)

Denote byMp(a) a submap ofMp induced by the vertexes
of C ∪ D(C). In what follows, we suppose thatMp(a) is
distinct on ap-gon. If ap-gon h of Mp(a) is adjacent toC,
then there is at least one edge ofh not belonging toC. Hence
we have

For 0 e r e p - 2, let nr be the number ofi with ai ) r.
Then

wheren4 ) 0 if p < 6, andn3 ) 0 if p < 5.
There are (p - 1)k distinct sequencesa of length k

satisfying (2). Denote byD(a) the disk whose boundary is
the circuitC(a) related to the sequence. Call a sequencea
) a1a2...ak p-gonal if it corresponds to the boundary circuit
of a partitionMp(a) of the diskD(a) into p-gons (Figure 1).
Forp ) 5 orp ) 6, the sequence ispentagonalor hexagonal,
respectively. Leth(a) be the number ofp-gons in this
partition. Clearly, ap-gonal sequence satisfies (2), but most
sequences satisfying (2) are notp-gonal. Note thatp - 2,
p - 2 ≡ (p - 2)2 andp - 3, p - 3, p - 3 ≡ (p - 3)3 are
the shortest possiblep-gonal sequences, andh(a) ) 2 and
3, respectively. Ifa is p-gonal, then it may correspond to
more than one distinct mapMp(a). Hence, in what follows,
when discussing ap-gonal sequencea, we always have in
mind one possible mapMp(a), rather than a unique map.

A condition on the leftnessλ(a) of a sequencea can be
obtained from the Euler relation. Suppose that a planar map
Mp(a) has the boundary circuitC. The vertexes ofC have
valency 2 or 3. LetV2 andV3 be the numbers of all vertexes
of C of valency 2 and 3, respectively. Ifa is the sequence
corresponding toC, then its lengthl(a) ) k is equal toV3,
∑1

kai ) V2, andλ(a) ) V2 - V3 ) λ(C).
Lemma 1.Let a be an arbitrary sequence. Suppose there

is a map Mp(a) corresponding to a. Then, for pe 6, the
leftnessλ(a) satisfies the following inequality

with equality only for p) 6.
Proof. We use the Euler relationV - e + f ) 1, whereV,

e, and f are the numbers of vertexes, edges, and faces of

Figure 1. Circuit C(a) (left), the mapMp(a) (center), and the
polyhex of chemical formula C20H12 (right) related to the sequence
a ) 403230. Note that all entries in the code lie between 0 and 4,
so that the code can be written unambiguously without commas or
spaces.

∑
1

k

ai - k ) ∑
1

l(a)

ai - l(a) ) λ(a) ≡ λ(C) (1)

0 e ai e p - 2, for all i (2)

λ(a) ) 3n4 + 2n3 + n2 - n0 (3)

2λ(a) e 2p - (6 - p)k (4)
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Mp(a). We haveV ) V2 + V3 + z, 2e ) 2V2 + 3(V3 + z), and
pf ) V2 + 2V3 + 3z ) V2 - V3 + 3(V3 + z), wherez is the
number of interior vertexes ofMp(a). Substituting these
values in the Euler relation, we obtain

Recall thatV2 - V3 ) λ(a) andV3 ) k. For p e 6, we have
(6 - p)z g 0, and this equality implies (4).

The minimal nonempty sequencea(C) ) p - 2, p - 2 ≡
(p - 2)2 corresponds to the boundary of two adjacentp-gons
and hence hasV ) 2p - 2, V3 ) 2, V2 ) 2p - 4, z ) 0,
e ) 2p - 1, f ) 2, andλ ) 2p - 6.

3. HEXAGONAL SYSTEMS

For hexagonal sequences (i.e.p ) 6) we reformulate
lemma 1 as follows.

Corollary 1. A hexagonal sequence a has leftness

Equations 1-6 or equivalent results can be found in
various places in the literature, e.g. ref 3, p 29. A chemical
formula can be associated with a hexagonal systemP. Let a
sequencea of lengthk ) l(a) correspond to the hexagonal
systemP. Let h(a) be the number of hexagons inP. Let
M(a) be the graph corresponding toP. Let x and y be the
numbers of all vertexes and vertexes of degree 2 ofM(a),
respectively. In the notation of lemma 1,x ) V2 + V3 + z
andy ) V2. All vertexes of degree 2 lie on the boundary of
P and therefore belong toC(a).

The parametersx andy are related tok andh(a) as follows.
By definition of a hexagonal sequence,y ) V2 ) ∑i)1

k ai.
Hence by corollary 1 and equality 1 we have

By the Euler relation, we have 6h(a) ) V2 - V3 +
3(V3 + z) ) λ(a) + 3(x - V2) ) 6 + 3(x - y). This implies
x ) y + 2h(a) - 2; i.e.

It follows that all hexagonal systems with the same numbers
of vertexes of degree 2 and the same numbers of hexagons
have the same chemical formula CxHy.

Recall that we represent hexagonal systems by planar
maps. If a hexagonal system represents a polyhex, this
polyhex may be either planar or not. A polyhex isplanar if
it can be embedded in the plane with no edges crossing;
otherwise it isnonplanar(see Figure 2). In the final section

of this paper we will give a simple polynomial algorithm
for recognizing hexagonal sequences corresponding to planar
polyhexes.

4. REDUCTIONS OFP-GONAL SEQUENCES

We want to know whether a given sequencea corresponds
to the boundary circuitC of a mapMp(a). A natural way to
recognize whether a sequencea is p-gonal is to reduce it to
a shorter sequence, so we describe below some reductions
that preservep-gonality.

Recall that there areai + 1 edges ofC between the tails
ti andti+1. Theseai + 1 edges are common toC and ap-gon.
Denote thisp-gon byhi, and call these common edgesmain
edges ofhi. Denote byVi the vertex of the tailti common to
C. It is possible that a givenp-gon hi has other edges that
are also common toC in addition to its main edges. This is
the case whenhi coincides with ap-gonhj, j * i, and, without
loss of generality,i < j. Lemma 2 below describes one case
when this coincidence of faces can be ruled out.

Lemma 2. If a is a p-gonal sequence and ai + aj >
p - 4, then the p-gons hi and hj do not coincide.

Proof. If hi and hj coincide, then the commonp-gon
contains at least (ai + 1) + (aj + 1) + 2 > p edges. This is
a contradiction.

4.1. Reduction f1: Cutting Out a p-gon. This first
reduction corresponds to deletion of ap-gon from the map
Mp(a).

Suppose thathi has only main edges common withC.
Connect the tailsti andti+1 in an arc. This arc belongs to the
boundary circuit of thep-gon hi. If ai ) p - 2, thenhi has
p - 1 edges common withC. The pth edge connects two
vertexes ofC; i.e., thepth edge is a gluing of the tailsti and
ti+1. This edge is also an edge of two coincidingp-gonshI-1

) hi+1. If ai ) p - 3, thenhi hasp - 2 edges common with
C, and two other edges ofhi are edges ofhI-1 andhi+1. Hence
thep-gonshI-1 andhi+1 have a common edge that is incident
to a vertex ofhi.

In general, suppose thathi has no common edges with
C(a) apart from main edges. Connect the neighboring tails
ti andti+1 to form thep-gonhi. Consider the new circuitC′
that is the boundary ofD(C) minus thep-gon hi. Then we
obtain the new sequence

Here the operationf1 transformsa(C) such that the triple
aI-1aiai+1 (denoted as the tripleabc) is changed in accordance
with a value ofb, 0 e b e p - 2, as follows

If abc) aI-1aiai+1, we say that the operationf1 is applied to
the sequence a with respect to ai and closesthe p-gon hi.
For example, applyingf1 to the sequence (p - 3)3 with
respect to the middlep - 3, we obtain the shortest sequence
p - 2, p - 2 (Figure 3).

Recall thatf1 may be applied to close thep-gon hi if the
only edges ofhi common toC are the main edges. In this
case we say that the application off1 is feasible.

Note thatf1 may increase, decrease, or leave unchanged
the length ofa(C). If c ) p - 2 or c ) p - 3, then the

Figure 2. Nonplanar polyhex (right) and its map (left), related to
the sequence 424404.

2(V2 - V3) + (6 - p)(V3 + z) ) 2p

λ(a) ) 6 (5)

y ) k + λ(a) ) k + 6

x ) 2h(a) + k + 4

a(C′) ) f1(a1...âi...ak).

f1(ab̂c) ) {a + 1, 0p-3-b, c + 1 if b e p - 3
a + c + 2 if b ) p - 2

(6)
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length ofa decreases. The following lemma asserts thatf1
preservesp-gonality: application of the operationf1 with
respect toai ) p - 2 or ai ) p - 3 in a p-gonal sequence
again produces ap-gonal sequence.

Lemma 3. If a is a p-gonal sequence and ai ) p - 2 or
ai ) p - 3, then the p-gon hi has only main edges common
with C.

Proof. If hi has an edge in common withC in addition to
theai + 1 main edges, then it coincides with somep-gonhj,
j * i, with aj g 0. Now lemma 2 implies lemma 3.

So, if a sequence has elementsp - 2 or p - 3, we can
reduce it to a shorter sequence. Ifai e p - 4 for all i, then
the operationsf1 do not reduce the length ofa. Call such a
sequenceirreducible. After application of the operationsf1
several times to a sequence that is not irreducible, we obtain
either an irreducible sequence or the shortestp-gonal
sequencep - 2, p - 2. Hence we need to be able to
recognizep-gonality of irreducible sequences.

4.2. Reductionf: Cutting Out Multiple p-gons.Now we
describe a reduction procedure for an irreducible sequence.
Again we suppose that the only edges ofhi common withC
are the main edges.

Let a have the sub-sequence

of length l(b) ) q + 4. (It may be thatl(b) ) q + 3, if x
coincides withy, and thenb ) a.) If we apply f1 to b with
respect to the firstp - 4, we obtain, according to (6), the
following sequence

Now again applyf1 to b′ with respect to the firstp - 4, to
giveb′′ ) x + 1, 1, 0,p - 4, (p - 5)q-2, p - 4, y. Similarly,
applyingf1 q - 2 times tob′′ with respect to the firstp - 4,
we obtain the sequencex + 1, 1q0, p - 3, y. Now we apply
f1 with respect top - 3 and obtain the sequence

of lengthl(f(b)) ) q + 3 ) f(b) - 1. We denote byf q + 1
consecutive applications of the operationf1. If we apply
separate the operationf1 to any member ofb of type c )
p - 4 or c ) p - 5, then according to (6) the length ofb is
either unchanged (ifc ) p - 4) or increased.

Let p ) 6. An irreducible hexagonal sequence consists of
0’s, 1’s, and 2’s. A sequence of typeb has the formx21q2y
(Figure 4).

Lemma 4.An irreducible hexagonal sequence always has
a sub-sequence x21q2y for some qg 0.

Proof. Let a be a hexagonal irreducible sequence. Ac-
cording to (3) and (5), forp ) 6, the leftness ofa is equal
to

This implies thata has at least six pairs of consecutive twos
without zeros between them. This proves the lemma.

Let p ) 5. An irreducible pentagonal sequence consists
of 0’s and 1’s. A sequence of typeb has the formx10q1y.
The following is straightforward.

Lemma 5.An irreducible pentagonal sequence containing
at least two ones has a sub-sequence x10q1y for some qg 0.

Now we give a sufficient condition for applicability of
the operationf to a sub-sequence of typeb of a p-gonal
sequencea.

Consider a sequencea that corresponds to a partitionP(a)
into p-gons of the diskD(a) with the boundary circuitC )
C(a). Let Mp(a) be the graph (map) ofP(a). Suppose that
Mp(a) is such that there are two vertexesVi andVj, j * i (
1, connected by an edge. Call this edge awaistof a. We say
that ap-gonal sequencea has no waistif no mapMp(a) has
a waist. If a has no waist, any two vertexes ofC(a) are
connected by a path of more than one edge not belonging to
C(a). Hence we have the following analogue of lemma 2.

Lemma 6. If a is a p-gonal sequence without a waist and
ai + aj > p - 6, then p-gons hi and hj are not coincident.

An equivalent statement is as follows.
Corollary 2. If a is a hexagonal sequence without a

waist, then hexagons hi and hj, j * i ( 1, coincide only if
ai ) aj ) 0.

If a is a pentagonal sequence without a waist, then no
two pentagons hi and hj, j * i ( 1, coincide.

This Corollary implies the following important property.
Lemma 7. If a p-gonal sequence has no waist, then the

operation f can be applied to a sub-sequence of type b.
Proof. Recall that an application off consists ofq + 1

consecutive applications of the operationf1. We have to
verify that each application off1 is feasible. Obviously, the
first application off1 is feasible. The next applications are
feasible if thep-gon closed byf1, sayhi, does not coincide
with anotherp-gon, sayhj. Clearly,hj may correspond only
to a new elementai with j * i - 1. But any new elementaj,
j * i - 1, equals 1. By construction off, ai ) p - 4. Hence

Figure 3. Reductions of typef1 for p ) 6. (a) A sequence ...231...
is transformed to ...32... with exclusion of the shaded hexagon. This
is the caseb ) p - 3 of eq 6. (b) A sequence ...140... is transformed
to ...3... with exclusion of the shaded hexagon. This is the case
b ) p - 4 of eq 6.

b ) x, p - 4, (p - 5)q, p - 4, y

b′ ) x + 1, 0,p - 4, (p - 5)q-1, p - 4, y.

f(b) ) x + 1, 1q+1, y + 1

Figure 4. Reduction f for p ) 6 with q ) 3. A sequence
...x21112y... i.e., ...x(p - 4)(p - 5)q(p - 4)y... is transformed to
...(x + 1)14(y + 1)..., with elimination of the dotted portion of the
polyhex.

λ(a) ) n2 - n0 ) 6
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ai + aj ) p - 3 > p - 4. Now, lemma 2 asserts thathi and
hj do not coincide. The same result holds for the final
application off1, whenai ) p - 3. Hence all applications
of f1 are feasible. This proves the lemma.

4.3. Reduction ofgij: Cutting the Sequence in Two.If
there is an edge (ij ) of Mp(a) connecting the vertexesi and
j, then the hexagonshi-1 andhj coincide, as do the hexagons
hi andhj-1.

The vertexesVi andVj partition the circuitC into connected
componentsC′ andC′′. These components are related to two
sub-sequences ofa denoted byaja′ai-1 andaia′′aj-1 (Figure
5). The edge (ij ) partitions the diskD(a) into two domains
with boundariesC+ ) C′ ∪ (ij ) andC- ) C′′ ∪ (ij ). Denote
the sequences corresponding toC( by gij

((a). Obviously

Call the transformation ofa into the two sequencesgij
+(a)

andgij
-(a) the reduction gij.

It is easy to check that

Suppose thata is irreducible. Then for sequencesgij
((a)

to satisfy (2), it is necessary that

For the sequencesgij
((a) to be p-gonal, their leftness must

satisfy (4). Clearly, if both sequencesgij
((a) are p-gonal,

then the sequencea is alsop-gonal. If at least one of the
sequencesgij

((a) is notp-gonal, buta is p-gonal, then (ij ) is
not a waist ofa.

5. ALGORITHM FOR RECOGNIZINGP-SEQUENCES

Now we are ready to describe an algorithmA for
recognizingp-gonal sequences.A uses reductions of types
f1, f, andgij to reducea to a shorter sequence.

The reduction algorithmA is as follows. If a is not
irreducible, apply the operationf1 with respect to allai )
p - 2 and allai ) p - 3 until a is eitherp - 2, p - 2 (and
hencep-gonal), or irreducible. Then for all pairsij satisfying
(7), apply reductionsgij, and apply the algorithmA to the
reduced sequencesgij

((a). If these sequences are notp-gonal
for all pairs (ij ), thena has no waist and we can apply the
reductionf. After that we applyA again.

Unfortunately, forp ) 5, algorithmA does not recognize
two classes of equivalence of pentagonal sequences of given
length k. These are the class consisting of the unique
sequence 0k and the class containing the sequence 10k-1.
However, the pentagonality of these two sequences is easily
recognized.

Algorithm A applied to hexagonal sequences thus gives a
partial answer to the first question of Malkevitch13 (i.e.
“Characterize those binary sequences which can arise as the
boundary of some patch in the regular tiling of the plane by
hexagons”).

Table 1. Hexagonal Sequences of Length at Most 8

k n(k) h(a) CxHy hexagonal sequences

2 1 2 C10H8 44
3 1 3 C13H9 333
4 3 3 C14H10 4240 4141

4 C16H10 3232
5 2 4 C17H11 41330

5 C19H11 32231
6 12 4 C18H12 404040 422400 421410 420420 411411

5 C20H12 403230 330330 412320
6 C22H12 322230 321321 313131
7 C24H12 222222

7 14 5 C21H13 4203310 4130410 4113301 4114030 4213300
4131400

6 C23H13 4122310 3302320 4031320 4113220
7 C25H13 3221320 3213130 3212311
8 C27H13 3122221

8 50 5 C22H14 42224000 42214100 42204200 42124010 42114110
42104210 42040400 42024020 42014120 41214101
41114111 41040401

6 C24H14 42123200 42032300 42023210 41303300 41230400
41214020 41204120 41131310 41123201 41123120
41040320 41033030 41032301 40304030 33113300
33103310

7 C26H14 41222300 41213210 41032220 40312310 40303220
40230320 33022310 32023202

8 C28H14 40222220 32212310 32203220 32130320 32123030
32113211 32031311 32023121 31303130

9 C30H14 32122220 31222130 31221311 31213121
10 C32H14 22212221

Figure 5. Reduction by cutting a sequence at a waist (ij ). Cutting
from the trivalent vertex betweenaI-1 andai to the trivalent vertex
betweenaj-1 and aj gives sequences ...(ai-1 + aj + 2)... and
...(ai + aj-1 + 2)....

ai-1 + aj e p - 4, aj-1 + ai e p - 4 (7)

l(gij
()(a) < l(a).

gij
+(a) ) a′, ai-1 + aj + 2 and gij

-(a) ) a′′, aj-1 + ai + 2
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6. SHORTP-GONAL SEQUENCES

Using algorithmA, we can find all shortp-gonal se-
quences,p ) 5, 6, proceeding as follows.

For given lengthk, we generate in lexicographic order all
sequencesa of length k satisfying (2). In the class of
sequences equivalent up to shifts and reversals of order, we
take the lexicographically maximal sequence and check its
p-gonality with a FORTRAN77 program. In Tables 1 and 2

we give lists of hexagonal and pentagonal sequences of
length at most 8, along with the numbersn(k) of sequences
of length k. Note that, forp ) 5, the Euler relation gives
h(a) ) 6 + k - ∑1

kai for the number ofp-gons, and hence
x ) k + 4 + h(a), y ) k + 6 - h(a) for the numbers of
carbon and hydrogen atoms in the realization of the polycycle
as a molecule of formula CxHy. The corresponding formula
for p ) 6 was given in section 3.

The isomer counts in Table 1 are in full agreement with
previous tabulations.1-3 Those in Table 2, for even C/H
formulas, can be compared with the “Periodic Table” PCH5/
PAH6;14,15 in the previous work it was necessary to inter-

Figure 6. Polyhex realizations of the hexagonal codes of lengthk e 8. The diagrams follow the order of Table 1.

Table 2. Pentagonal Sequences of Length at Most 8

k n(k) h(a) CxHy pentagonal sequences

2 1 2 C8H6 33
3 1 3 C10H6 222
4 2 3 C11H7 3130

4 C12H6 2121
5 4 4 C13H7 30220

5 C14H6 21120
6 C15H5 11111

11 C20H0 00000
6 9 4 C14H8 311300 310310

5 C15H7 301210
6 C16H6 202020 210210
7 C17H5 201110
8 C18H4 110110
9 C19H3 101010

10 C20H2 100100
7 6 5 C16H8 3102200 3020300

6 C17H7 3011200
7 C18H6 2101200
8 C19H5 2010200
9 C20H4 2001100

8 11 5 C17H9 31113000 31103100 31013010
6 C18H8 31012100 30103010 22002200
7 C19H7 30102100 30020200
8 C20H6 30011100 21002100

10 C22H4 20002000

Table 3. Irreducible Hexagonal Sequences of Lengths 9-13

k n(k) h(a) CxHy irreducible sequences

9 97 12 C37H15 221221221
10 313 12 C38H16 2222022220

13 C40H16 2221212220 2221122211
14 C42H16 2212122121

11 747 15 C45H17 22211221220
16 C47H17 22121212211

12 2309 14 C44H18 222210222210
15 C46H18 222202122210
16 C48H18 222121122210 222120222120 222111222111

222022202220
17 C50H18 222112122120 221220221220 222022121220
18 C52H18 221212121220 221211221211 221122112211
19 C54H18 212121212121

13 6257 15 C47H19 2222111222200 2221122022210
16 C49H19 2222012212210
18 C53H19 2221202212210 2221112220220 2221112212201
19 C55H19 2221121212210 2221112212120 2220221122120

2212202122120
20 C57H19 2212121122120 2212112211220 2212112122111
21 C59H19 2211212121211
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polate to obtain counts for odd formulas; the present Table
2 does not have this limitation.

From a mathematical point of view, perhaps the most
interesting hexagonal sequences are those which are irreduc-
ible hexagonal sequences. They have the maximal number
of hexagons among all sequences of a given length. Note
that any partition corresponding to a reducible hexagonal
sequence can be obtained from a partition corresponding to
an irreduciblesequence by adding a hexagon that shares one
or two edges with the original partition. In Table 3 we give
the numbersn(k) of all hexagonal sequences of lengthsk )
9, 10, 11, 12 and their corresponding irreducible sequences.

The accompanying Figures 6-9 show a filled polycyclic
patch for each distinct code in Tables 1-3, given in the same
lexicographic order as the codes. The hexagonal polycycles
are shown in a “chemical” presentation, suitable for geo-
metrically planar hydrocarbons. The pentagonal polyhexes,

as far as the tabulation runs, can all be presented without
overlap as subsets of the faces of the pentagonal dodecahe-
dron and are shown in this way on Schlegel diagrams. Most
longer codes, those corresponding toimproper or helical
polycycles, could not be displayed in this way without
overlap of some faces. In fact there are 38 proper pentagonal
polycycles, which together with the pentagon itself form the
set of 39 5-gonal graphs that can be embedded on the surface
of a regular dodecahedron without overlap of edges or faces
(i.e. “proper polypentagons” in the terminology of ref 4).
Figure 7 shows all but six of the proper pentagonal
polycycles. The remaining six, which have codes of length
9, are the 6-pentagon C19H9 polycycles with codes 300300300,
301022001, 300230020, the 6-pentagon C20H10 2110021100,
and the 7-pentagon C20H8 polycycles with codes 310021100
and 220012100. The 34 codes of Table 2 include two
improper pentagonal polycycles, 31113000 and 20002000,

Figure 7. Illustrations of the pentagonal codes of lengthk e 8. Each polycycle is shown as a subset (the shaded faces) of the Schlegel
diagram of the platonic dodecahedron. In two cases, a thick line is used to indicate a cut between two faces that are disjoint in the polycycle.
The diagrams follow the order of Table 2.
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shown in Figure 7 with overlapping edges marked by thick
black lines.

In passing, we note that the case forp ) 4 can be solved
completely without the intervention of the algorithm. The
polycycles with all faces 4-gonal are as follows: the cube
(04), the cube minus a vertex (111), the cube minus an edge
10)2), any finite path ofh squares (20h-1)2 for h > 1), and
the two infinite paths (0)∞ and 2(0)∞. Only the first three,
plus the paths withh e 3 areproper in that they are partial
subgraphs of the cube.

7. SIMPLE ALGORITHM FOR HEXAGONAL
SEQUENCES RELATED TO PLANAR POLYHEXES

In general, the algorithmA requires a time that is
exponential in the length of the recognized sequence. How-

ever, there is a simple combinatorial algorithm (call itB)
for recognition of sequences that correspond to planar, simply
connected polyhexes. The complexity ofB is n (log n), where
n is the length of the sequence.

Let ei, 1 e i e 6, be the two-dimensional vectors:

Note thate2 ) e1 + e3. These vectors generate a hexagonal
latticeL, which consists of hexagons squeezed in the vertical
direction. We take this form of theei’s to allow algorithm B
to work entirely in integer arithmetic. They are the shortest
lattice vectors of the cubic mapL. If we take the end of the
vectorei as origin, thenei is adjacent inL to the vectorsei+1

and eI-1. If we go from ei to an adjacent vector, then we
turn to right or left depending on whether we meetei+1 or
eI-1, respectively.

Any path inL naturally generates ane-sequenceof vectors
ei, and, in particular, any closed path generates such an
e-sequence. This path determines an orientation of the
corresponding closed curve. For any closed curve inL, we
choose the clockwise orientation. For example, the boundary
of a hexagonh of L generates thee-sequenceeiei+1ei+2...ei+5.
As we go along the boundary of the hexagon, we always
turn right.

From now on, we consider the vectorsei for any integer
i > 0, supposing thatei ) ek, where k ≡ i (mod 6),
1 e k e 6, and, for simplicity, denote it bye(i).

Figure 8. Polyhex realizations of the irreducible hexagonal codes of length 9e k e 13, following the ordering of Table 3.

Figure 9. Hexagonal sequence and its correspondinge-sequence.
The four stringsEj are indicated by alternately full and dashed sets
of arrows running around the perimeter of the polyhex 3232.

e1 ) (2, 0),e2 ) (1, -1), e3 ) (-1, -1),
e4 ) -e1, e5 ) -e2, e6 ) -e3
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Consider a simply connected planar polyhex. Its boundary
C is a plane circuit without self-intersection. Shifting and
reversing operations onC generate the full set of equivalent
hexagonal sequences, and from this set, we take the
lexicographic maximal sequencea ) a(C), which determines
uniquely the first vertex ofC. The clockwise orientation of
C generates a sequencee(i1)e(i2)...e(in) corresponding toa
) a1a2...ak with n ) ∑j)1

k aj + k. Although thee-sequence
determines uniquely the hexagonal sequencea, a determines
the correspondinge-sequence up to a vectore(i), 1 e i e 6.
We choosee(i) such that the first vector of thee-sequence
is e(1).

The e-sequence corresponding to a hexagonal sequence
consists of the strings

and is constructed as follows. Each stringEj corresponds to
the hexagonhj having an edge or edges in common withC.
When we go along the boundary ofhj, we turn right, and
when we come to the next hexagonhj+1, we have to turn
left. The left adjacent ofe(ij + aj) is the vectore(ij + aj - 1).
Hence the stringEj+1 should begin with the vectore(i j+1) )
e(i j + aj - 1). Clearly,e(i1) ) e(1). Note that consecutive
stringsEj and Ej+1 intersect in two vectorse(i j + aj - 1)
ande(i j + aj).

Recall that the boundary circuitC hasn vertexes, say,Vi,
0 e i e n - 1, whereV0 is the origin. Relabel thee-sequence
of C ase(l1)e(l2)...e(ln). ThenVi is the end-vertex of the lattice
vector

Clearly, e(V0) ) 0. We set∑j)1
n e(l j) ) e(Vn). Since C is

closed, we havee(Vn) ) 0. SinceC does not intersect itself,
e(Vi) * e(Vj) for every pairi, j, i * j.

Now, algorithmB recognizing hexagonality of a sequence
a is as follows. First, check whethera satisfies the conditions
2 and 5. If so, by the above rule, construct thee-sequence
corresponding toa. Compute then vectorse(Vi), 1 e i e n.
If e(Vn) * 0, thena is not hexagonal. Otherwise, for every
pair 1e i < j e n - 1, i * j, check whether the inequality
e(Vi) * e(Vj) holds. If so,a is hexagonal and corresponds to
a planar polyhex.

The validity of this algorithm is clear as it explicitly
constructs the related polyhex. The complexity of this
algorithm isn (log n), wheren is the number of vertexesVi.
Using a binary tree-search algorithm, we can find coinciding
vectorse(Vi) in n (log n) time. For construction of all the
vectorse(Vi), a time linear inn is required. Although this
algorithm is to some extent “folklore” in that it is generally
clear to those working in the field, it seems worth giving an
explicit description for comparison with other ways of
solving the problem.

This simple algorithm for recognizing polyhexes shows
that a hexagonal sequencea determines uniquely the map
M(a) if it corresponds to a polyhex. This was also proved in
ref 16. If, on the other hand, a hexagonal system cannot be

embedded into the hexagonal lattice of regular hexagons,
then its hexagonal sequence does not determine the mapM(a)
uniquely. Examples and details are given in ref 17.

Finally, a remark about nonplanar cases can be made. It
appears that all nonplanar polyhexes discussed in the
literature can be embedded in the infinite hexagonal lattice
if several edges are allowed to occupy the same position
but on different levels and no two hexagons in the same
position have a common edge. We believe that if we delete
the condition on pairs, then algorithmB will in addition
recognize hexagonal sequences corresponding to nonplanar
polyhexes.
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